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Abstract—Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), Long Short-
Term Memory Networks (LSTM), and Memory Networks which
contain memory are popularly used to learn patterns in se-
quential data. Sequential data has long sequences that hold
relationships. RNN can handle long sequences but suffers from
the vanishing and exploding gradient problems. While LSTM
and other memory networks address this problem, they are not
capable of handling long sequences (50 or more data points long
sequence patterns). Language modelling requiring learning from
longer sequences are affected by the need for more information
in memory. This paper introduces Long Term Memory network
(LTM), which can tackle the exploding and vanishing gradient
problems and handles long sequences without forgetting. LTM is
designed to scale data in the memory and gives a higher weight
to the input in the sequence. LTM avoid overfitting by scaling the
cell state after achieving the optimal results. The LTM is tested
on Penn treebank dataset, and Text8 dataset and LTM achieves
test perplexities of 83 and 82 respectively. 650 LTM cells achieved
a test perplexity of 67 for Penn treebank, and 600 cells achieved
a test perplexity of 77 for Text8. LTM achieves state of the art
results by only using ten hidden LTM cells for both datasets.
Index Terms—Long-Term Memory Network, Language Mod-
eling, Long Term Dependencies
I. INTRODUCTION
Natural language understanding requires processing sequen-
tial data. Natural language is time-dependent, and past infor-
mation can influence the current and future output. Therefore,
models which are capable of processing sequential data are re-
quired. Memory determines the models capability of recalling
from past information. Sequential deep learning models have
shown to achieve state-of-the-art results in natural languages
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understanding tasks such as question answering [1], machine
translation [2][3], and language modelling [4][5][6].
The memory networks have a recurrent behaviour which
use outputs to influence the current output [5][7][8]. With
the increase in sequence length, the effect on the current
input is reduced, and after a certain number of steps the
effect on the current input becomes invisible. In order to
understand a language, the model is required to learn from past
knowledge. Relevant information to understand language is
spread throughout the sequence. Therefore, long-term memory
is required for natural language understanding [4][5].
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)s are capable of handling
long sequences but suffer from the exploding and vanishing
gradient descent [9][4]. In order to overcome the issue Long
Short-Term Memory Networks (LSTM)s [7], Simple Recur-
rent Network [4] and Memory Network [8] clip the gradient.
These models still suffer from the problem of vanishing
gradient when the sequences are long. The gradients of non-
linear functions are close to zero, and the gradient is back
propagated through time while multiplied. When the eigen-
values are small, the gradient will converge to zero rapidly.
Therefore, these models are capable of only handling short-
term dependencies.
LSTM, GRU and SRN proposed by Mikolov [4] use gates
to control the vanishing gradient problem. These gates control
the vanishing gradient problem. The gates control the memory
sequence and prevents the overflow of data. The forget gate in
the LSTM is a crucial element which forgets the past sequence
[10]. The gates control or forget the previous sequences which
influence the current input. Therefore, these memory networks
do not handle long term sequences.
Holding longer sequences in memory is important in prop-
erly understanding a language and it is also necessary in
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many long term dependency tasks[11]. In order to remember
long sequences as well as to prevent the learning model from
suffering from the vanishing gradient problem, Long Term
Memory Network (LTM) is introduced in this paper. LTM
does not forget the past sequences. LTM incorporates the past
outputs and current inputs. LTM generalises the past sequences
and gives a higher emphasis on the new inputs in order
to support natural language understanding. LTM was tested
for long-term memory dependency based language modelling
tasks. LTM is tested on Penn Treebank and Text8 datasets and
it outperformed the current state-of-the-art memory network
models.
II. BACKGROUND
Long term memory dependencies require learning from
patterns. Memory networks are used in order to learn long
term dependencies [1]. Memory networks including RNN
and LSTM are used for many natural language tasks such
as question answering, speech to text, language modelling
and time series analysis [1][12][13][14][15].These memory
networks have shown to achieve state-of-the-art results in
benchmark datasets. However, RNN, LSTM and other memory
networks perform differently from each other, and each has its
own merits.
RNN is capable of handling infinite continuous sequence
[16][17]. It takes an input and passes the value continuously.
The output is looped back and combined with the input [18].
The long term dependencies learning fails due to exploding
and vanishing gradient problem [19]. This is due to the direct
influence of the past information to the current input xt (1).
The internal state St for a current input of RNN can be defined
as:
S = activation(Uxt +Wst−1) (1)
where activation can be any activation function (e.g. tanh,
Relu), U the weight for the current input, W being the weight
for the past input state St−1 [16]. Therefore, the overall output
would be affected by the past outputs. When Wst−1 is added
to the weight of the current input Uxt , the past state St−1
directly affects current state St as shown in (1).
LSTM was introduced in order to handle the vanishing and
exploding gradient problem [7]. The forget gate was later
added to the original LSTM. This is capable of preventing
the internal state from growing indefinitely and handling the
network break [10]. The forget gate resets the cell state when
the it decides on forgetting the past sequence. The cell state
holds the past inputs with the network or resets the cell state to
forget past information held in the network. LSTM has shown
to be a stable model that is not affected by the vanishing and
exploding gradient problem [19]. However, the LSTM is only
capable of handling short-term dependencies [17].
Traditional memory networks (RNN and LSTM) have
shown to handle natural language understanding tasks [20].
RNN is capable of handling continuous data streams which
are entered into the network as in speech recognition [21] and
language modelling [4][22][6]. LSTM has shown to perform
more complex tasks such as question answering [1][14]. The
traditional memory networks and specified memory networks
(Dynamic Memory Network [23] and Reinforced Memory
Network [1]) benefit learning from longer dependencies in
order to understand language. Longer dependencies are cap-
tured by adding more hidden layers. The hidden layers would
also contribute towards the vanishing and exploding gradient.
Therefore, forgetting the past sequences is one main approach
used in memory networks [5][10]. This affects on long-term
dependency.
The vanishing and exploding gradient is one of the most
problematic issues in memory networks through backpropaga-
tion [24]. Memory network trained by deriving the gradients
of the network weights using backpropagation and chain rule.
Consider a long sequence which has more than 30 words as
the input, “I was born in France. I moved to UK when I was
5 years old ... I speak fluent French”. Using language models
the last word of the paragraph “French” requires learning
through a long dependency from the first word France. Passing
the paragraph through an RNN can cause the vanishing and
exploding gradient problem [18]. This problem occurs while
the RNN is training. Gradients from the deeper layers have
to go through matrix multiplications using Chain Rule, and if
the previous layers have small values, it declines exponentially
[18]. These gradient values are insignificant to the model to
learn from; this is vanishing gradient problem. If the gradient
is large, it gets larger and explodes which negatively affects
the models training; this is the exploding gradient problem.
Clipping the gradients which places a predefined threshold
value which changes the gradient length and attempts to
control the vanishing and exploding gradient problem of RNN
[18]. Gradient clipping affects the convergence of the gradient.
LSTM and other memory networks avoid vanishing and ex-
ploding gradient by using gates which controls the passing the
past outputs to the current input [25]. Clipping also requires
a target to be defined at every time step which increases the
complexity [18]. Memory networks including LSTM forget the
past outputs which the network deems irrelevant. Attention-
based memory networks [26] avoid vanishing and exploding
gradient by focusing on only a few factors which are relevant
to the tasks. These methods used to avoid the vanishing and
exploding gradient prevents prolonging the memory of the
network. According to the example, either the sequence is
long, or the model does not identify relevancy in “France”,
it is removed from the memory. Model not knowing “France”
would directly influence the model in predicting the last word
“French”.
Long-term memory network should have the capability of
holding all the past sequences and not be affected by the
vanishing or exploding gradient.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY FOR LONG TERM
MEMORY
The proposed model has two main objectives: 1) to handle
longer sequences; and 2) to overcome the vanishing gradient.
The proposed LTM is structured such that it is capable of
holding and generalizing old sequences (Fig. 1) and give an
emphasis on the recent information. Fig. 1. shows a single
cell LTM which holds long-term memory which generalises
the past sequences.
Fig. 1. Long-Term Memory cell, the arrows show the data flow from within
the cell. . indicates the dot product between the two vectors and + indicates
the sum of the two vectors.
Retaining longer memory sequences is a crucial requirement
in natural language understanding since the past sequences
affect the current inputs [27]. Furthermore, LTM gives an
emphasis weight to the current input. The LTM holds three
states:
(a) input state: handles the current input to pass on to the
output
(b) cell state: carries the past information through each step
to the other step.
(c) output state: handles the current output and passes the
output to the cell state.
The LTMs functionality relies on the gate structure within
it. The LTM cell contains four gates with the first three
gates impact on the inputs and the last gate controlling and
generalising the cell state. However, the LTMs cell state does
not reset itself similar to LSTMs forget gates function [10].
Therefore, LTM is capable of holding longer sequences in
memory. The following sections provide the detail of the
architecture.
A. Input state
The input is combined with the previous output and passed
on to the Sigmoid 1 as shown in (2). Equation (2), σ indicates
the sigmoid functions and W1 is the weight for the gate.
The Lt1 is the by-product which generates an effect on the
LTM cell which depends on the current input and the previous
output.
Lt1 = σ(W1(ht−1 + input)) (2)
Similarly, (3) shows a similar functionality with different
weight W2 which gives a higher impact on the current input
although scaled through the sigmoid functions (Sigmoid 1 and
Sigmoid 2). These two equations (2) and (3) support long-
term memory by emphasising on the current input and adds
on to the past input. W2 is the weight for the gate represented
by (3).
Lt2 = σ(W2(ht−1 + input)) (3)
In order to emphasise the current input to effect on the
output Lt1 and Lt2 are passed through a dot operation to create
L′t. L
′
t is created as showin in (4).
L′t = Lt1.Lt2 (4)
L′t amplifies the effect of the current input and past output.
L′t is passed on to the cell state, which would be carried along
to the future sequences. L′t amplifies the current inputs effect
on the output.
B. Cell state
Cell state similar to LSTM’s cell state [7] carries forward the
past outputs to the present cell. Natural language understand-
ing requires both past output and current inputs. The current
input is emphasised over the past outputs. Therefore, L′t has a
higher value combining the current input which is passed on
to the cell state as shown in (5). Therefore, the output would
have a higher effect on the current input. As shown in (5), C ′t,
the current cell state combines the current input L′t and the
past output Ct−1.
C ′t = L
′
t + Ct−1 (5)
The final cell state Ct as shown in (6) is calculated using the
C ′t and passing through the Sigmoid 4. Through this, the LTM
scales the cell state Ct. The cell state carries on a scaled value
to the final output state. W4 is the weight for the (6).
Ct = σ(W4C
′
t) (6)
C. Output state
Equation (7) shows the direct influence on the output of a
given LTM cell. Lt3 directly influences the output by passing
the current input. W3 is the weight for the (7).
Lt3 = σ(W3(ht−1 + input)) (7)
The cell state Ct and the Lt3 are joined together and combined
through the dot operation. The Ct and the Lt3 create the final
output ht. Equation (8) shows the final output creation. ht
has a higher impact through the current input as well as the
past outputs. Therefore, the impact from both the past and the
current input are combined as shown in (8).
ht = Ct.Lt3 (8)
The output ht and Ct, is passed on to the next time step,
which is shown in (Fig. 3). LTM is used as a cell, and the cell
passes the Ct and ht. This also shows how the cells passes
the past outputs on and combine with the current inputs.
IV. EXPERIMENTATION
In order to demonstrate the long-term dependency learn-
ing, LTM is tested on language modelling. Three types of
experiments are conducted to evaluate the LTM using Penn
treebank dataset and Text8 dataset. Penn treebank dataset
contains 2499 stories of Wall Street Journal. These stories
are in raw text format. Text8 dataset contains over 240000
Wikipedia articles. Articles from both datasets contain long
Fig. 2. Long-Term Memory cells connected. The figure also illustrates the
data passed on in the cell state and how the output is passed on from one
LTM cell to another.
relationship dependencies between words. LTM is evaluated
on the two datasets against the current state of the art models,
and finally, LTM is evaluated against itself by changing the
number of cells to find the best cell size which generates the
best results.
LTM was first evaluated on Pennbank dataset [28]. Similar
to Mikolov et al. model [29], it consists of pre-processing the
data and the training size of 930K tokens, validating the size
of 74K tokens and testing size of 82K tokens. The dataset has
a vocabulary of 10K words. In order to match with the current
state-of-the-art model experiments, 300 LTM cells are used.
Second dataset Text8 [4] has 44K vocabulary from
Wikipedia. The dataset has 15.3m training tokens, 848K
validation tokens and 855K test tokens. The settings are similar
to [30]. Words which occur ten times or lower are placed as an
unknown token. 500 LTM cells are used in the experiments.
In order to evaluate the model on its performance, the cell
number is gradually increased and tested for both Pennbank
dataset and Text8. The experiment conditions are the same as
the above experiments except for the number of layers. All the
learning models on the Penn Treebank dataset follow similar
[29] and experiments on Text8 follows [4] this includes the
inputs with the hyper-parameters.
V. RESULTS
LTMs long term memory is tested on Penn Treebank dataset
and Text8 dataset. The results are validated using perplexity
shown in (9). Perplexity is the inverse probability of the
test set, normalized by the number of words. The lower the
perplexity the better the model.
Perplexity(W ) = N
√√√√ N∏
i=1
1
P (wi|w1...wi−1) (9)
The first experiment was based on the Penn treebank dataset.
Results are shown in Table I. LTM is tested against the tra-
ditional memory and recurrent networks and the current state
of the art models (Delta-RNN). RNN which had the lowest
performance over the tested models with 300 hidden layers
achieved a test perplexity of 129. This demonstrates that RNN
is not capable of handling long-term dependencies. Although
LSTM has outperformed the RNN, ultra-specific models which
handle long-term memory outperforms the generalised models
on long-term memory. LTM achieves a test perplexity 83 with
300 units, which is 20 points above the current state of the art
results. Furthermore, LTM achieves the state of the art results
at ten hidden layers (Table III).
LTM was also tested with the Text8 dataset with 500 hidden
layers. The LTM was compared against the traditional memory
networks and the current state of the art models (MemNet)
(Table II). LTM has outperformed all the state of the art model
by only using ten hidden units (Table III). The ultra-specified
long-term dependency based memory networks have shown to
outperform the generic memory networks.
LTM was tested on Text8 and Penn treebank dataset by
increasing its hidden layers in order to identify the best per-
forming number of hidden layers. Table III shows validation
and testing perplexity for Text8 and Penn Treebank while
increasing the hidden layers. Table III also shows that LTM
achieves the state of the art results with only ten hidden layers,
in which other networks require 300 hidden layers or more to
achieve state of the art results. The results are further improved
by increasing the number of hidden layers. LTM achieved the
best results for the Penn treebank dataset with 650 hidden
layers. Furthermore, LTM achieved its best results for Text8
with 600 hidden layers.
TABLE I
PENN TREEBANK VALIDATE AND TEST PERPLEXITY. PERPL =
PERPLEXITY
Models Penn Treebank
# hidden layers Validate Perpl. Test Perpl.
RNN 300 133 129
LSTM[4] 300 123 119
SCRN[4] 300 120 115
Delta-RNN 300 - 102.7
LTM 300 85 83
TABLE II
TEXT8 VALIDATE AND TEST PERPLEXITY. PERPL = PERPLEXITY
Models Text8
# hidden layers Validate Perpl. Test Perpl.
RNN 500 - 184
LSTM[4] 500 122 154
SCRN[4] 500 161 161
MemNet[13] 500 118 147
LTM 500 85 82
VI. DISCUSSION
The structure of the LTM, as shown in Fig.1. is designed
in order to hold the inputs passed through the LTM cell
and scale the output. The use of the sigmoid functions is a
crucial aspect of maintaining a scaled output. Equation 6 is
used to create the cell state and the output. The use of the
sigmoid function in equation 6 scales the cell state in order
to prevent exploding or vanishing gradient problem. Since the
cell state is scaled and passed on from one-time stamp to
the other time stamp the cell state value would not explode
or vanish preventing the vanishing or exploding gradient.
Vanishing and exploding gradient is the main reason for a
TABLE III
INCREASING THE NUMBER OF HIDDEN LAYERS THE
VALIDATION AND TEST PERPLEXITY FOR TEXT 8 AND PENN
TREEBANK DATASETS. PERPL = PERPLEXITY
# hidden Text8 Penn Treebank
layers Train Perpl. Test Perpl. Train Perpl. Test Perpl.
10 103 100 100 99
50 101 99 98 97
100 99 98 95 92
150 97 95 90 89
200 95 93 88 86
250 93 90 87 85
300 90 89 85 83
350 89 87 82 80
400 87 86 79 78
450 86 84 77 76
500 85 82 74 72
550 81 80 72 70
600 79 77 69 67
650 79 77 68 67
700 79 77 68 67
memory network to forget or underperform. In order to prevent
exploding or vanishing, gradient LSTM introduced the forget
gate [7]. Using the forget gate the LSTM can handle longer
sequences and forget the sequence when irreverent sequences
are presented to the LSTM. However, the past sequences
although not substantially relevant have an effect in long-term
natural language understanding tasks. LSTM has a downfall in
long-term memory. LTM scales the outputs and holds it in the
memory. Therefore, even the long dependencies would affect
the final output of the LTM.
LTM gives a high impact on the new inputs (4). LTM
combines Lt1 and Lt2 in order to pass a higher impact from
the current input to the output as shown in (4). Therefore, the
LTM gives a higher priority to the new inputs, which is more
relevant to the current output. Equation 8 shows the effect on
the final output which combines both the processed input and
the cell state, which carries the past sequential information.
Language modelling is one evaluation method to analyse
the long-term dependencies of LTM. The Penn treebank and
Text8 datasets require longer learning capabilities. Language
modelling requires a clear understanding of the entire text,
rather than a window of text. Holding an entire article in
order to predict and understand text is easier for the model.
LTM through scaling holds all the information passed through
the LTM. Therefore, LTM is capable of understanding a clear
picture of the entire article. Attention-based memory networks
[9] identify the most relevant information and the network
predicts based on the information the attention has capture.
Attention-based memory networks are capable of handling
shorter sequences. It failed to hold long sequence. The at-
tention diverts when given longer sequences. LTM does not
focus on memory and holds all past inputs. Unlike attention
based networks would forget the most irreverent information
which might be relevant later on the sequence, LTM would
hold all the information passed through the model.
Table I and Table II compare the LTM with other state-of-
the-art models and traditional memory networks. This shows
that LTM is capable of handling longer sequences and pro-
duces state of the art results. LTM’s longer memory plays a
crucial role in language modelling tasks. Table III shows that
increasing LTM cells would further enhance the results and
produce lower perplexity score. LTM has shown to hold longer
sequences and be unaffected by vanishing and exploding
gradient.
Similar to LSTM, LTM avoids vanishing or exploding gra-
dient decent using gates. LTM uses gates to enhance the input
passed to the network. LTM handles long-term dependencies
by the use sigmoid functions to scale the new inputs and
carry on the past outputs at the gates. LTM handles long
sequences through the scaling. The example of “I was born
in France. I moved to UK when I was 5 years old ... I
speak fluent French” predicting “French” is attainable since the
model holds the entire sequence. Holding the entire sequence
in the memory supports the model to predict the last word
“French”. LTM carries forward the entire sequence allowing
the models to use the entirety of the sequence to predict the
final word, which holds the most important factor that requires
the model to predict the last word. LTM is capable of handling
vanishing and exploding gradient as well as handling long-
term dependencies.
Fig. 3. General cell of a Long Short Term Memory network. The figure
illustrates a general Long Short Term Memory Network cell taken from the
time time stamp inputt.
Fig. 3 shows the LSTM cell which holds three gates (forget
gate, input gate and output gate). LSTM holds a combination
of sigmoid and tanh activation fucntions, while LTM relies
only on sigmoid. Comparing Fig. 1 with Fig. 3 indicates the
core difference between LSTM and LTM. LTM uses general-
ization through the sigmoid activation functions hold a longer
sequence without forgetting the past information. However,
LSTM forgets longer sequences through the forget gates in
order to maintain the networks stability. LSTM sacrifies long
term dependencies for network stability.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a long-term memory network which is
capable of handling long-term dependencies. LTM is capable
of handling long sequences without being affected by van-
ishing or exploding gradient. LTM has shown to outperform
traditional LSTM and RNN as well as the memory specific
networks in language modelling. LTM was tested on both Penn
treebank and Text8 dataset in which LTM has outperformed all
state of the art memory networks using minimal hidden units.
Increasing the number of hidden units have shown that the
LTM does not get affected by the vanishing and exploding
gradient. Adding more hidden unit the LTM has achieved
lower perplexity scores and stabilised.
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